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Pacquiao vs bradley 3 live

Isaac Brekken/Associated PressManny Pacquiao may say his boxing career is over, but it certainly has nothing to do with his skills in the ring. Pacquiao defeated Timothy Bradley on Saturday night at the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas. All three judges scored 116-110 in favor of Pacquiao, per HBO Boxing. It was Pacquiao's
second win in three fights against Bradley, although the 2012 split was a scorecard robbery. Chris Mannix of the Vertical felt that the fight was played as expected, although technically it was a rubber match:Chris Mannix @ChrisMannixYSThis fight is not bad, but it confirms that it is pointless. We know Pacquiao is a better fighter than
Bradley. Twenty-four rounds have already told us that. The 37-year-old Filipino legend announced that he is retiring from boxing after the fight. I'm retiring now, Pacquiao said, according to Yahoo Sports' Kevin Iole. I'm going to go home and think about it. I want to be with my family. I want to serve the people. Although this confirmed what
Pacquiao had been saying for months, few would be surprised if he decided to get back into the ring a few more times. Aside from a few exchanges here and there and an excellent swirl of Bradley in the eighth round, Pacquiao outboxed his opponent at every turn. Not by a whole lot, but certainly enough to win convincingly. He threw
quick-fire combinations, scored two knockdowns - the first from a slip, the second from one stroke - and avoided Bradley's best shots. CompuBox's final punch stats tell the story: CompuBox @CompuBoxManny Pacquiao def. Tim Bradley by unanimous decision. @HBOboxing #PacquiaoBradley look back, it's not so surprising, but one
might wonder if the 11-month gap between the fights after his loss to Floyd Mayweather Jr. and the right shoulder surgery might have made Pacquiao a little slower and one-handed. These fatigues turned out to be wrong. Isaac Brekken/Associated PressThe first three rounds were cagey, with both fighters hanging on the edge of each
other's area and not looking too much inside. The fourth saw Pacquiao open a little more to pull Bradley in, and it paid off in the fifth. Boxing writer Andreas Hale documented the best strokes: Andreas Hale @AndreasHalePacquiao crashes Bradley's chin with two left hooks. Another combination of Pacquiao. Now it's fun! With Pacquiao's
power firmly established, Bradley's decision to choose his seats rather than exert the pressure that made him a successful boxer looked less and less like a path to victory. HBO Boxing went on Pacquiao let his hands go much more:HBOboxing @HBOboxingCompubox stats after Round 6 of Pacquiao - Bradley: @MannyPacquiao 62/223
| @Timbradleyjr landed in blows 47/162. #PacBradleyWith Bradley is not able to enter the Style, Laceup Boxing noticed that he was returning to bad habits: Laceupboxing @LaceupboxingBradley the ideas run out and resorted to his old ruthless style. That aroused the wrath of trainer Teddy Atlas in his second fight with Bradley. The
esteemed trainer had helped Bradley put on perhaps the best boxing show of his career in a ninth-round TKO win over Brandon Rios in November, giving credibility to the idea that he could pull the excitement over Pacquiao. John Locher/Associated PressThe wait for the backlash didn't work out against Pacquiao. Bradley doesn't have
much power, and NYFights.com Michael Woods summed up why less volume didn't work for the 32-year-old in this fight: Bradley supporters thought the new coach Teddy Atlas might be the turning point, but he proved what we know - coaches can't fight for the fighter. Bradley was smart and careful, often, not open to a big bomb. But that
paved the way for him to win laps... So perhaps these two will find a balance of strategy. He threw 839 in their first faceoff, 609 in the second and a paltry 302 tonight. Hard to win fights as a lack of power fighter if you also clear the volume gap... Bradley looked increasingly frustrated as the fight dragged on, and couldn't match Pacquiao's
speed or strength. He managed to hurt Pacquiao late in the eighth and get him on the ropes, but he couldn't capitalize until the bell sounded. Pacquiao would bounce back to a knockdown in the ninth, per Bad Left Hook: Bad Left Hook @badlefthookGood few shots from Bradley, but Pacquiao stabs him with a hard left, and Bradley is
down again moments later! Without knockout power and with a careful strategy that proved extremely ineffective, Bradley was unable to conjure up any late magic against Pacquiao. He admitted after the fight that Pacquiao's boxing intelligence was improving. John Locher/Associated PressHe would attack me at spots. But he was waiting
for me. He was the ocean tonight, Bradley said, according to Jonathan Snowden of Bleacher Report. I did everything I could to get him to come to me. But he was just super smart tonight. ... He's the best fighter I've ever met in the ring. Pac-Man's right hand wasn't the strongest she's ever been, but she popped well enough to give Bradley
a break before going forward. The Filipino was smart enough not to take Bradley's bait and was the better fighter on the front foot. Bradley is a very good fighter, one of the best in the welterweight ranks, but he hasn't been able to reach Pacquiao's level in any of the three fights. He did not to test his opponent's stamina, though Pacquiao
might have finished him early if he had been more aggressive. If Pacquiao returns, a fight against Canelo Alvarez would be a huge deal, while a fight with Terence Bud Crawford would be an exciting exciting deal for the 28-year-old. But if Pacquiao is really committed to hanging it up, then he's done a good job of letting fight fans know
exactly what they're going to miss. Tonight at 9pm EDT on HBO pay-per-view, Manny Pacquiao returns to the ring for what will be advertised as the last time the 37-year-old Filipino legend returns against Timothy Bradley for the third time in a 12-round welterweight major event. Pacquiao (56-7-1, 38 KIs) hasn't fought in 11 months and is
coming off not only a loss but shoulder surgery. Bradley (33-1-1, 13 KIs) is aiming for a decisive victory over Pacquiao after winning a highly contentious victory in 2012, followed by Pacquiao, who won the rematch in 2014. There will be three fights on the PPV undercard, which Jose Ramirez (16-0, 12 KIs) will fight Against Manny Perez
(25-11-1, 6 KO) in a 10-round junior welterweight bout, followed by Oscar Valdez (18-0, 16 KIs) against Evgeny Gradovich (21-1-1, 9 KIs) in a 10-round weight weightfight. The main attraction of the undercard will be a WBO super-middleweight title fight between Arthur Abraham (44-4, 29 KOs) and Gilberto Ramirez (33-0, 24 KOs). Wil
Esco will be here for live round through round updates. Join us for the fights! RESULTS MANNY PACQUIAO def. TIMOTHY BRADLEY JR by unanimous decision (116-110, 116-110, 116-110)GILBERTO RAMIREZ def. ARTHUR ABRAHAM by unanimous decision (120-108, 120-108, 120-108)OSCAR VALDEZ def. EVGENY
GRADOVICH of TKO (2:14 of round 4)JOSE RAMIREZ def. MANNY PEREZ by unanimous decision (97-93, 98-92, 99-91) *****ROUND BY ROUNDMANNY PACQUIAO vs TIMOTHY BRADLEY JR. , and tries to find the area. Pacquiao pushes forward and looks really calm. Jab lands for Bradley. The right hook lands for Pacquiao as
Bradley cleans the ropes. Bradley works the jab up and down, not necessarily landing clean. Not much contact in this round, but Bradley saw more control. Bradley 10-9 round 2: Bradley throws a two-punch combination, doesn't land cleanly, but has made contact. Pacquiao is trying to terminate the left, she doesn't get it yet. Pacquiao
stalking Bradley, Bradley comes back with a two-punch combination. Bradley throws the jab and restores the area to the outside. Pacquiao lands a left. Close round, Pacquiao edges it. Pacquiao 10-9, 19-19 round 3: Bradley supports Pacquiao with the jab. Pacquiao comes back and gets aggressive with his left hand. Hard right hand
lands for Bradley. Both throw jabs, Pacquiao lands a right hook. The round ends slowly, the crowd becomes anxious. I go Bradley for the best punch of the round. Bradley 10-9 thin round 4: Bradley comes out against Pacquiao, lands a left, Bradley blocks the next two Pacquiao now dances in and out and lands his left nicely. Pacquiao
lands another left, always in his rhythm more. The crowd is excited. Action slows down, Bradley Bradley Way. Suddenly Bradley lands a right, round end. Pacquiao 10-9, 38-38th round 5: Bradley bulldozes Pacquiao on the ropes. Now Bradley is on Pacquiao with moments of intense aggression. Pacquiao lands a right hook. Bradley
mauls Pacquiao against the ropes. Pacquiao lands a left. Now both men are trading shots! Uppercut lands for Bradley. Left hook lands for Bradley. Pacquiao lands a flood! Hard round to score. Bradley 10-9 round 6: Pacquiao tries to track down Bradley aggressively. Bradley lands a right hand. Pacquiao returns with a combination. Right
hook lands for Pacquiao. Pacquiao wins the round on aggression and punching combination. Pacquiao 10-9, 57-57th round 7: Pacquiao lands one left and then another. Bradley lands a little on the right. Right hook blocked by Bradley. Both men fire big shots and are missing. Pacquiao continues to chase Bradley. Pacquiao knocks down
Bradley with a right hook! The bell rings. Pacquiao 10-8 round 8: Pacquiao dances around Bradley's attack, throws a combination and lands a pair. Bradley taps Pacquiao's gloves with a jab, Pacquiao counters. Two hard shots land for Bradley, who then makes a full-fledged attack!! Bradley wins the round because of his suspension, he
deserves it. Bradley 10-9, 75-76th round 9: Bradley comes out strong and goes straight to Pacquiao. Pacquiao once a left counter. Pacquiao supports Bradley, hitting him with two hard lefts. DOWN GOES BRADLEY! Pacquiao pushes forward, Bradley seems to have composed himself. Pacquiao flurries. Pacquiao 10-8 round 10: This
round starts slowly. Pacquiao lands a body shot. Bradley attacks, doesn't land cleanly. Bradley goes back to the jab. Pacquiao pushes forward and lands a few punches along the way. Bradley ducks a punch and tries to get things back. Pacquiao lands one left, the other. Pacquiao 10-9, 96-92nd round 11: Bradley looked a little resigned in
the corner heading into the round. Because as fast as Bradley is, Pacquiao's speed can trump his easily. Slowly iatarian, not much action at all. Pacquiao is pushing for the most part of the action. Bradley boxing responsibly for the rest of the round, but it's not enough for me. Pacquiao 10-9 round 12: Bradley lands a nice right hand.
Pacquiao lands a sneaky left and slips to the right. Bradley throws what he can into the clinch. Bradley makes a strong attack to end the fight. Pacquiao fights back. I give it to Bradley for what he's done for most of the round. Bradley 10-9 BLH scores 115-111 for Manny Pacquiao. ARTHUR ABRAHAM vs GILBERTO RAMIREZ Round 1:
Southpaw Ramirez comes out behind the jab, Abraham catches the most on his patented tight Abraham stays behind the ears, which makes it hard for Ramirez to land cleanly, but he throws a lot more. Good right hook to the body lands for Ramirez. Abraham takes the round off. Ramirez 10-9 Round 2: Abraham returns peek-a-boo, tries
to blow off Ramirez. Ramirez occasionally lands a good body shot behind Abraham's close guard. Ramirez keeps throwing, mostly blocked, but Abraham doesn't throw much and just comes forward. Abraham eventually throws and lands a hard shot. Ramirez gets it back and hurts Abraham! Round ends. Ramirez 10-9, 20-18. Round 3:
Abraham doesn't come forward as aggressively to start the round. Ramirez mixes his shots on the head and body. Three strike combinations land for Ramirez. Abraham is still content to hide behind his guard for the most part. Abraham ends up with two strokes, but it is not enough to win the round. Ramirez 10-9 round 4: Ramirez comes
off tear combinations on Abraham. Abraham still narrowly covers up and tries to surprise Ramirez with the occasional counter-attack. Abraham throws a punch, but loses his balance and falls towards the ropes. Ramirez stays calm and only gets shots when Abraham stings forward. Nice left top to body lands for Ramirez. The two end up
in a tangle at the end of the round. Ramirez 10-9, 40-36. Round 5: Ramirez starts the round with more combination strokes. One minute into the round and Abraham barely threw a punch. Ramirez continues to circle Abraham and throw punches at his head and body. Ramirez's top cut lands low on Abraham, referee stops the action to
have Abraham compose. Action begins and Ramirez comes straight back with another combination. Abraham must try to take Ramirez deep into this fight because he is not trying to win the round. Ramirez 10-9 round 6: Ramirez follows the same pattern and throws combination strikes against Abraham's shell defense. Abraham makes a
serve, but Ramirez responds with his own punches. Abraham finally picks it up and lets his hands go. Both fighters land blows behind the head in a clinch. Better for Abraham, but again it couldn't be worse. Ramirez 10-9, 60-54. Round 7: Abraham lands a few jabs and tries to pick up his forward momentum. Another left hand lands for
Abraham. Ramirez throws a punch and then turns away from Abraham. Abraham goes back into the attack in the last 30 seconds. Abraham finally gets on the board. Abraham 10-9 round 8: Ramirez throws many punches to start the eighth, keeping Abraham on the defensive. Abraham comes on, lands a strong jab every now and then.
Another left lands for Abraham, fatigue perhaps starting to show for Ramirez. Ramirez still wins the round. Ramirez 10-9, 79-73. Round 9: Ramirez moves a lot this round and tries to stay on the outside. Slow round, now much sustained action. lands a good body shot with 30 seconds left in the lap. Accidental headbutt between the two.
Ramirez 10-9 round 10: Abraham comes out stalking again, Ramirez only sticks punches against Abraham's guard. Ramirez Ramirez to throw and spin Abraham, who rarely lets a hand fly away from his face. Abraham explodes with two punches, but both are missing. Both men trade blows and land. Ramirez really win these rounds on
sheer activity and looks better to do it. Ramirez 10-9, 99-91. Runde 11: Ramirez schießt auf Abrahams Körper. Abraham steps forward behind two hard blows. A good left side of the country lands for Abraham, then a right. Ramirez then lands his own left in return. Abraham mauls Ramirez a little in a hallway. Abraham 10-9 round 12:
Ramirez really lets go of his shots in the final round. Abraham still hides too much behind his shell, knowing that he is on the cards. Ramirez takes his time, throws shots and slides on one side or the other when he's done. Abraham explodes out of his shell with single-shot shots, but mostly fails. Ramirez 10-9, 118-110. OSCAR VALDEZ
vs EVGENY GRADOVICH Round 1: Hard counter right lands for Valdez to open the fight. Gradovich comes forward, but Valdez counters his aggression pretty comfortably. Valdez boxing on the outside, landing unique punches as Gradovich appears and circles around - and very effectively. Good round for Valdez. Valdez 10-9th round 2:
Gradovich goes into the second round with a cut over the eye. This round Valdez stands his ground a little more, landing vicious shots on the body. Valdez looks much more comfortable in the ring than Gradovich and apparently lands clean shots at will. Valdez is clearly the much more talented fighter in this match-up. Valdez lands,



circles and repeats himself. Gradovich suffers another cut. Valdez 10-9, 20-18th round 3: This fight is pretty much like a bullfighter against a one-dimensional bull - Gradovich comes forward, Valdez lets him pay and gets out of the way. Valdez has really fought his way through this fight, hitting Gradovich with everything he wants and
mixing up his attack. Valdez 10-9th round 4: The fourth round is more the same, Gradovich stats forward and blocks punches with his face. Gradovich's doesn't look so good, his face is visibly up. HARD LEFT HOOK FALLS GRADOVICH! The fight is over! VALDEZ TKO-4. JOSE RAMIREZ vs MANNY PEREZ Round 1: Ramirez comes
out behind a lot of jabs and starts fast. Hard left hook to body lands low for Perez - referee warns him to keep 'em up. Ramirez goes straight back to the jab and is very liberal with them, mixing in some combinations. Ramirez really starts hitting Perez, who quickly lands a big right from his own. Good round for Ramirez. 10-9 Ramirez.
Round 2: Ramirez lands a good left-hander when Perez comes forward. Perez continues to come forward, but takes many jabs for his trouble. Nice left hook lands for Perez, Ramirez retaliated with a left hook on his body. Ramirez complains to the referee about another Perez low shot. Perez sets his his the body. Better round for Perez,
but I think Ramirez edges it. 10-9 Ramirez. Round 3: Perez comes forward very aggressively and catches up where he left off in the last round. Doesn't look like Ramirez can keep up the pace from the first or second round. Good left hook lands for Perez. Headbutt causes a cut to Perez's face - could be a problem. Perez continues to
come with hard shots on the body. His pressure now seems to be affecting Ramirez. 10-9 Perez, 28-29 round 4: Both men trade jabs. Ramirez unleashes a barrage of punches on Perez, lands some. Ramirez now connects with some uppercuts and picks up the pace. Ramirez unleashes many jabs and occasionally sets up Perez for a
right hand that comes behind. Ramirez really brought it to Perez this round. Ramirez 10-9 round 5: Ramirez throws a lot of punches to open the round. Perez comes back with body shots, some of which stray deeply - not that he cares where they land. Ramirez doubles on left hook as he is pushed back into the corner, circles back into the
middle of the ring. Perez lands a nicely timed left to the body. Ramirez 10-9, 49-46th round 6: Sixth round starts with Ramirez going straight back to his boxing game, throwing jabs a move around a stalking Perez. Perez shows a bleak performance, but looks much less polished than Ramirez. Ramirez lands another right hand behind a
jab. Ramirez 10-9 round 7: Ramirez comes out and lands another right hand behind a jab that falls short. Hard left hooklands for Ramirez on the ropes and rattles Perez's jaw. The punishment seems to be piling up on Perez. Easy round to score. Ramirez 10-9, 69-64 round 8: Perez's face looks bruised this round. Ramirez puts together
three strike combinations. Perez unleashes several top cuts in a row, none of them seems to land cleanly. Ramirez pumps the jab again, but Perez pushes forward. Two stroke combination to the body and head land for Perez. Ramirez returns with his own combination. Left hooklands for Ramirez with just under a minute left in the round.
Another round on the bench for Ramirez, but Perez makes him work for them. Ramirez 10-9 round 9: Perez pushes himself into the corner for about 30 seconds, not being done too much. Ramirez puts together three strike combinations with good frequency. Hard left to body lands for Perez. More blows land for Ramirez, Perez is a
bloody mess. Ramirez 10-9, 89-82 round 10: Perez comes out aggressively, with a sustained attack on the body. That seems to piss Ramirez, who now attaches particular importance to his shots. Double left hook lands for Ramirez. Blows baffle Perez, that could be the end. Perez hangs hard, surviving the moment. Perez still came
forward and threw, he definitely came in good shape in this fight. Perez takes a slap to end the fight. Ramirez 10-9 Blh Blh Ramirez, 99-91.
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